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Birds exhibit important symbiotic relationships 
with species in other taxonomic groups.  For example, 
the crucial seed dispersal and pollination services they 
provide to many plant species are well documented 
(Herrera et al. 1994; Waser et al. 1996).  Commensalism 
and mutualism between birds and mammals, however, 
remain less well understood.  Perhaps the most 
commonly described ecological interactions between 
birds and mammals are co-feeding associations in which 
birds benefit from elevated encounter rates with prey 
disturbed by foraging mammals (Ruggiero & Eves 1998).  

Such relationships are generally commensal and often 
opportunistic (Dean & Macdonald 1981).  Sometimes, 
however, mammals also benefit from interactions with 
birds.  A well-known example is “cleaner birds”, where 
mammals profit from the removal of ectoparasites, 
dead tissue and organic debris (Sazima & Sazima 2010), 
although this is not the only instance of an avian-
mammalian relationship in which both parties benefit.  
In other observed occurrences, some birds that co-feed 
with mammals in turn help mammals detect potential 
predators, resulting in a mutualistic relationship (Rasa 
1983).

Most research on bird-mammal relationships 
originates from more open habitats such as savannah, 
alluvial or pelagic ecosystems (Dean & Macdonald 1981; 
Evans 1982; Rasa 1983; Ruggiero & Eves 1998; Komar 
& Hanks 2002; D’Angelo & Sazima 2014).  Anecdotal 
evidence, however, indicates relationships, of at least 
a commensal nature, between birds and mammals 
to be present in tropical rainforests (e.g., Laman et al. 
1997; Ruggiero & Eves 1998; Long & Collar 2002; Sazima 

Abstract: We use data from motion-activated remote cameras 
to document a commensal, and possibly mutualistic, relationship 
between Bornean Ground Cuckoos and Bearded Pigs in the rainforests 
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&  Sazfima  2010).    The  lfimfited  documentafion  off  these 

relafionshfips fin tropfical fforests fis most lfikely atrfibutable 

to  the  dfificulty  off  detecfing  and  studyfing  crypfic  and 

oten rare rafinfforest specfies fin general, and finterspecfific 

finteracfions fin parficular.

The  Bornean  Ground  Cuckoo Carpococcyx radficeus 

(BGC hereater) fis a poorly studfied rafinfforest bfird specfies 

ffor  whfich  reports  off  commensal  relafionshfips  wfith 

mammals exfist (Long & Collar 2002).  The BGC fis one off 

the three large, terrestrfial cuckoos fin the Southeast Asfian 

genus Carpococcyx, and endemfic to the lowland and hfill 

fforests off Borneo.  Several reports descrfibe co-ffeedfing 

behavfiour  between  BGCs  and  both  Bornean  Bearded 

Pfigs Sus barbatus  and  Sun  Bears Helarctos malayanus 

(Laman et al. 1997; Long & Collar 2002), suggesfing that 

BGCs  mafintafin  a  commensal  relafionshfip  wfith  these 

large mammals.  Evfidence ffor thfis behavfiour, however, 

fis based on sfingle observafions, most lfikely because any 

observafion  off  the  elusfive  BGC  fis  hfighly  unusual,  let 

alone  an  observafion  off  the  specfies  fin  proxfimfity  wfith 

another taxon.

We  are  currently  usfing  mofion-acfivated  remote 

cameras to study vertebrate ecology at the Cabang Panfi 

Research  Stafion,  Gunung  Palung  Nafional  Park,  West 

Kalfimantan, Indonesfia (Marshall et al. 2014; Allen et al. 

2016).    Between  July  and  October  2015,  we  recorded 

BGCs  on  efight  occasfions  at  five  off  28  cameras  spread 

across  the  gradfient  off  tropfical  fforest  types  ffound  at 

Cabang Panfi.  We recorded BGS vfideos fin peat swamp 

(n  =  3  vfideos),  ffreshwater  swamp  (n  =  2)  and  lowland 

sandstone (n = 3) fforests.  On three off these occasfions, 

at  three  dfifferent  localfifies,  we  recorded  symbfiofic 

behavfiour between a BGC and Bearded Pfigs.  Two vfideos 

show BGCs fin close proxfimfity to pfigs that are ffeedfing on 

the fforest loor.  In these recordfings, the BGC appears to 

consume prey fitems (presumably finvertebrates) that are 

dfisturbed by the ffeedfing pfigs (Image 1A, Vfideo 1, Vfideo 

2).  On the thfird vfideo, a Bearded Pfig fis ffeedfing and a BGC 

jumps on top off fit and appears to scan fits surroundfings 

lfike a sentry (Image 1B, Vfideo 3).  The Bearded Pfig dfid 

not  percepfibly  respond  to  thfis  behavfiour,  suggesfing 

thfis may be a ffafirly regular occurrence.

Our  data  suggest  that  these  relafionshfips  play  an 

fimportant  role  fin  the  behavfiour  off  BGCs  as  three  out 

off  efight  vfideos  (38  percent)  contafinfing  BGCs  show 

finteracfions wfith Bearded Pfigs.  These vfideos comprfise 

a small proporfion off the many hundreds off vfideos on 

whfich  we  have  recorded  off  Bearded  Pfigs,  whfich  are 

ffound  fin  all  fforest  types  at  our  research sfite  (Marshall 

et al. 2014).  The habfitats fin whfich BGCs were recorded 

are consfistent wfith prevfious reports (Laman et al. 1997; 

Long  &  Collar  2002;  Fredrfiksson  &  Nfijman  2004).    The 

behavfiour fin Image 1B fis consfistent wfith the hypothesfis 

that  BGCs  use  pfigs  as  elevated  perches  ffrom  whfich  to 

hunt (a commensal relafionshfip descrfibed by Tomazzonfi 

et  al.  (2005)  ffor  several  smaller  passerfines  that  use 

Capybaras, Hydrochoerus hydrochaerfis,  as  perches).  

Thfis  hypothesfis  does  not  seem  very  plausfible  fin  the 

case off BGCs.  The BGC fis a large terrestrfial specfies and 

thereffore unlfikely to be dependent on perches to detect 

prey.    We  propose  an  alternafive  hypothesfis:  these 

vfideos  show  both  sfides  off  a  mutualfism  between  BGCs 

Image 1. Vfideo fframes fillustrafing both sfides off the hypothesfised mutualfism between Bornean Ground Cuckoos Carpococcyx radficeus and 
Bearded Pfigs Sus barbatus, at the Cabang Panfi Research Stafion, Gunung Palung Nafional Park, West Kalfimantan, Indonesfia. 1A shows co-
ffeedfing behavfiour between the cuckoo and two pfigs. 1B reveals the cuckoo standfing on a pfig and presumably scannfing thefir surroundfings. © 
Andrew J. Marshall, Endro Sefiawan, and Hefiko U. Wfitmer.

https://youtu.be/dPHDiYbXBFE
https://youtu.be/pDz7rhdomnc
https://youtu.be/pDz7rhdomnc
https://youtu.be/7_Fp9E76YxI
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and Bearded Pigs and illustrate that the relationship 
is more than opportunistic commensalism.  We 
furthermore propose two ways in which this relationship 
could be mutualistic: (1) Bearded Pigs may benefit from 
being alerted to potential predators by BGCs, or 2) BGCs 
might act as “cleaner birds”.  Future investigations are 
required to assess the validity of these hypotheses.  In 
addition, further work is required to determine whether 
the other two Southeast Asian, Carpococcyx species, 
Sumatran Ground Cuckoo (C. viridis) and Coral-billed 
Ground Cuckoo (C. renauldi), have similar relationships 
with large mammals. 

The BGC is not the only large terrestrial cuckoo in 
tropical rainforests for which commensal behaviour with 
large mammals has been reported.  The large, terrestrial 
Neomorphus cuckoos, for example, have been reported 
to associate with Collared Pecaries Pecari tayacu and/or 
White-lipped Peccaries Tayassu pecari (López-Lánus et 
al. 1999).  Although reports of interactions among these 
species remain limited and anecdotal, it is reasonable to 
expect that further research may show that relationships 
currently thought to be commensal may be similar to 
the BGC-Bearded Pig relationship demonstrated here.

Although the precise nature and frequency of 
interactions between terrestrial birds and large 
mammals in the tropics is not well characterized at 
present, symbioses between these groups are common 
in tropical rainforests around the globe.  These 
relationships rely on the presence of large mammals, 
which have long been a focus of (subsistence) hunting 
(Peres 2000).  Bornean Bearded Pigs are subject to 
increasingly heavy hunting pressure throughout their 
range and are currently considered Vulnerable by the 
IUCN (2015).  Declines in pig abundance will likely limit 
opportunities for BGCs to interact with them in the 
future.  Indeed, Long & Collar (2002) suggested that 
the symbiotic relationship between BGCs and Bearded 
Pigs was more common in the past.  It is also intriguing 
to speculate that symbioses once occurred between 
BGCs and even larger mammals that are now found 
at extremely low densities and in limited subsets of 
their former ranges, such as the Endangered Banteng 
Bos javanicus and the Critically Endangered Sumatran 
Rhinoceros Dicerorhinus sumatrensis (IUCN 2015).

The most commonly attributed cause for the decline 
of rainforest species is the reduction of forest cover, but 
as Redford (1992: 421) pointed out, “we must not let a 
forest full of trees fool us into believing that all is well”.  
Subsistence hunting, which generally has the greatest 
impact on species with the largest biomass (Peres 
2000; Wright et al. 2007), is known to alter symbiotic 

relationships such as seed dispersal and pollination 
(Redford 1992; Beckman & Muller-Landau 2007; Beaune 
et al. 2013).  We consider it likely that the indirect effects 
of forest defaunation reach even further, as mammal 
population declines and changes in species abundances 
may result in disappearance of interspecific interactions 
whose ecological importance is poorly understood.  The 
BGC is an unpalatable and smelly species (Long & Collar 
2002) and therefore likely to mostly suffer from hunting 
through accidental by-catch (e.g., in snares).  This 
does not, however, mean that BGCs are not negatively 
affected by hunting.  It may well be that birds exhibiting 
mutualisms with large mammals are suffering from 
adverse, indirect effects of the selective defaunation of 
rainforest ecosystems.
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First record of the Two-striped Box Crab Calappa bilineata 
Ng, Lai & Aungtonya, 2002 (Brachyura: Calappidae) from 
St. Martin’s Island, Bangladesh
-- Muntasir Akash & Mostafa A.R. Hossain, Pp. 9771–9773

A record of Limenitis rileyi Tytler, 1940 (Lepidoptera, 
Nymphalidae, Limenitidinae) from Arunachal Pradesh, India
-- Purnendu Roy, Pp. 9774–9776
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